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Game 107 will be our next new game and will start early February after the transfer window closes.

One team per manager.

Known as a ‘Hard format’ game, you will only be able to control one club at any time.

More experienced managers.

The Game will be advertised to all current and ex managers.

Friendly Forum.

We plan to start the forum for this game along with any managers who wish to be involved. If you

would like to become part of the Admin team as a Moderator to help set it up please contact us.

Starting Budgets. 

The starting transfer budgets will be adjusted so that large clubs with the best squads could start up to

£150M in debt, whilst smaller clubs will have larger transfer kitties. This should help make the game

more even and put extra emphasis on your managerial ability to compete.

UE points.

Something we have designed specifically for this game to give an incentive for controlling smaller

clubs. UE points can be spent on improving players potential, stadium increases, transfer funds and

special abilities. They can only be used on Turn 1 Season 1 and will be allocated depending on the

value of your squad and which League and Division you start in.

Eg a Dutch second division team will start with around the maximum of 50 UE points, whilst a team

from the English Premiership will probably have none.

How these points can be allocated:

Improve a players potential to develop through training (once per player) 6 Pts

Increase stadium by 10,000 seats and 1 condition (no limit) 5 Pts

Add £5,000,000 to your starting budget (no limit) 2 Pts

Buy a Special Ability for a player (excluding Leadership and Versatility) 8 Pts

Leadership 10 Pts

Versatility not available to buy NA

Eg 30 Points might be spent like this: 10 on Stadium, 12 on cash and 8 on a special ability.

How to apply and team allocation.

• This game will require a minimum deposit of £10.00 to join. You can apply straight away.

• You will not be able to transfer credit into or out of this game until your initial payment is used up.

• Your application should list as many teams as possible and also include four divisions you would

like to manage in.

• If you fail to list enough options you may be sent a team at random.

Although we have asked for a minimum of £10.00 as a deposit it is only fair that any manager wanting

to commit to this game by sending a large payment be given priority over team choices.


